EMPLOYEE OF THE QUARTER

Pictured with KyuJung Whang are Asa Schindler and Bob Chiang

January 2015
Asa Schindler was nominated because of his work as a Designer, Project Manager and Construction Manager for the 2014 pavement and sidewalk maintenance projects. Asa displays the best of our division values as he manages projects. These projects impact students, faculty, staff and the public and Asa manages to accomplish the construction to a high level of quality with minimal disruption. Asa excels at building teams and coordinating with facilities managers, stakeholders, contractors, and the public. He actively solicits their constraints and concerns, organizes and schedules the work accordingly, and collaborates with contractors to accomplish the work. As a result of the reliable and truthful way Asa works, he has gained their respect which results in highly cooperative teams. He fosters a project atmosphere that motivates contractors and by example Asa inspires them to perform their best work.

... A contractor mentions Asa is one of the good ones, "a keeper". He said his staff noticed Asa assisting a family by the construction (as seen in photo) and as the work progressed his staff followed his lead whenever necessary. He says there is no need to tell him where the picture came from, he just believes that good deeds should not go unnoticed!!"

Congratulations Asa! Facilities Project Administration, Engineering